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This report presents information obtained during intensive archaeological sur
vey and limited testing of 16 prehis·toric archaeological sites to be affected 
by the construction of a series of retarding structures proposed by the United 
States Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service, for the Los Olmos 
Creek drainage in Starr County, Texas (Fig. 1). Undertaken as a cooperative 
arrangement between the Center for Archaeological Research, The University of 
Texas at San Antonio, and the Soil Conservation Service, this archaeological 
investigation was conceived as the first phase of intensive survey (test exca
vation and controlled surface collection) recommended as the result of a 
reconnaissance reported by Nunley and Hester (1975). 

This first phase of intensive survey was carried out during Fall 1977. It was 
pursued as a continuation of Nunley·s 1974 reconnaissance and as a prelude to 
subsequent phases of intensive study. The present investigations were focused on 
the retrieval of data necessary for determining the archaeological potential of 
the 16 sites, as well as on the accumulation of archaeological data which can 
be incorporated, along with information recovered during Nunley·s reconnaissance, 
into a comprehensive study of the prehistory of the Los Olmos Creek drainage in 
Starr County, Texas. 

THE STUDY AREA 

Small scale cattle ranching is the predominant economic activity of the present 
day inhabitants of the Los Olmos valley. Lands are fenced off as pastures which 
sometimes are cultivated or rootplowed and seeded in grass, but most often left 
as unimproved pasture land covered by mesquite trees, cacti and brush (Fig. 2). 
Run-off water is trapped by large and small earthen tank dams, since most tribu
tary streams are intermittent. 

Few, if any, people reside within the project areas. Most of the predominantly 
Mexican-American population is settled in small communities or clusters or resi
dences near transportation and communication routes. Access is by unimproved 
dirt roads and senderos which link pasturelands to a system of maintained dirt 
and/or gravel county roads and paved state highways. Some pipelines and power
lines cross the study area. 

For purposes of description, the five project areas can be combined into two 
gr~crQP-s-: -Oamsites'TWarlo2-, located in the northern half of the Arroyo los 
Olmos drainage; and Damsites 6, 7 and 8, located on tributaries which feed the 
lower portion of the Arroyo los Olmos valley (Fig. 2). 

Ten prehistoric archaeological sites scheduled for intensive survey and limited 
testing are located in project areas IB and 2. Area IB, the largest of the five 
project areas, is used by a number of cattle ranchers. Area 2, the northern
most of the project areas, involves less acreage and fewer ranchers. Both 
project areas are situated in relatively broad, shallow stream valleys with 
gently sloping valley walls. Although some gravel deposits are exposed in up
land areas, both project areas are characterized by fine sandy loams exposed 
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Figure 2. Vi0W~ 06 SiZe Anea6. a, Arroyo Los Olmos in the vicinity of site 
41 SR 96; b, typical brushland, in the area of site 41 SR 102, 
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sy-e*-i;ens-i'-''te-slie-et-a.nd-gurly eros; on. Many upl and and flood pl a in portions 
have been developed by rootplowing, and some upland areas have been culti
vated in grass. Dense thickets of mesquite trees, cacti and brush grow on 
extensively eroded uplands, valley walls and flood plains. 
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Six prehistoric archaeological sites scheduled for intensive survey and limited 
testing are located in project areas 6, 7 and 8. Similar in physiographic situ
ation an~ general appearance, these project areas are less improved and belong 
to fewer landowners. Valley walls are steeper and flood plains are narrower 
than in project areas in the headwaters of the Arroyo los Olmos. Extensive 
gravel deposits and fine sandy loams are exposed by extensive sheet and gully 
erosion along brush-covered valley walls. Flood plains are unimproved areas of 
sheet erosion, covered with dense brush, except for a large filled and root
plowed flood plain in project area 8. 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND 

Starr County and Southern Texas 

Nunley and Hester (1975:6-10) present an adequate review of previous archaeo
logical research in Starr County and the southern Texas region. Most archaeo
logical research in southern Texas before 1960 was the independent work of 
amateur archaeologists and occasional, scattered salvage investigations by 
academic institutions. Since 1960, archaeological investigations have intensi
fied and descriptive data from a large number of professional archaeological 
survey and mitigation projects have been published. As yet, a major synthesis 
of south Texas prehistory has not been published. However, Hester (1975,1977) 
and Hester and Hill (1975) have separately treated the Paleo-Indian, Archaic 
and Late Prehistoric periods. -

A tentative, generalized chronological framework for the ordering of cultural 
remains is provided by Nunley and Hester (1975:7-8). Prehistoric occupations 
during the end of the Pleistocene, roughly 9200-6000 B.C., are labelled Pa1eo
Indian, represented by such distinctive projectile point types as Clov~, Fo~om, 
Plainv~0W, Golondnina and Sco~blufifi. The term Archaic is applied to a long 
post-Pleistocene period of adaptation by hunting and gathering peoples who in
habited southern Texas between 6000 B.C. and A.D. 1200. Archaic occupations are 
characterized by numerous sites and abundant lithic materials (chipped stone 
implements, ground stone artifacts, thermally altered stone and chipping debris). 
Begi nn i ng around A. D. 1200," the i ntroductio~ ~Qf_tJJe_.bowand_arr...ow-js~-tb.ought---to 
be--Fepres-ented l:Jysl11a:n~-pfoJe-cffTepolntsof various styles. These arrow points, 
associated new lithic tool forms and bone-tempered ceramics are affiliated with 
the Late Prehistoric C'Neo-Americanll) period, which may have continued as late 
as A.D. 1700. 

The Historic period began with the intrusion of European culture. Early 
European explorers report that southern Texas was inhabited by a myriad of 
small semi-nomadic hunting and gathering groups, most of which seem to have 
shared a common language, known as IICoahui1tecan. 1I These native peoples, who 
may have been descendants of populations who had lived in the area for millennia, 
soon were eliminated through a combination of introduced diseases, missionization 
and assimilation by various invading populations. 
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During August 1974, approximately 76 man-days were spent in an archaeological 
reconnaissance of approximately 10,000 acres (4048.5 ha.) involving a number 
of different project areas where floodwater retarding structures have been pro
posed. Survey efforts were organized by the establishment of three priority 
areas, based upon the degree to which each project would affect archaeological 
sites. Most field time was spent at "Priority I" areas, where sites would be 
directly affected by the construction of dams, levees, spillways, conservation 
pools, etc. 

Fifty-two prehistoric archaeological sites were recorded during the 1974 survey. 
Each site was recorded on maps and survey forms, and samples of occupational 
evidence were collected in "grab sample" fashion (at the collector's preference, 
selecting for tools, tool fragments, as well as samples of chipping debris and 
other materials). 

Interpreting cultural evidence recovered during the original assessment of 52 
hunting and gathering occupation sites, Nunley and Hester (1975:93-94) suggest 
that 36 are sites of temporary occupations; 3 are multipurpose, major occupation 
localities (base camps); and 10 located in upland areas are quarry or lithic 
workshops. The function of three sites was not suggested. 

Although surface collections were lacking in artifacts comparable to datable 
styles defined for southern Texas, most sites are considered to be Archaic 
occupation areas, and one site (41 SR 120) is suggested to be a possible Paleo
Indian occupation. No recognizable evidence of Late Prehistoric occupations 
was found. 

Research Conducted for the Tennessee Valley Authority 

During 1975 the Center for Archaeological Research, The University of Texas at 
San Antonio, carried out survey activities in Starr County under a contract with 
the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA). The surveys were made necessary by planned 
subsurface uranium exploration; however, such exploration was never conducted by 
the TVA on a large scale. 

Surveys were conducted in various parts of the county and at times were in or 
near areas examined by Nunley and Hester (1975). Forty-nine sites were recorded 
(41 SR 147-159; 165-171; 222-228; 230-250), and records are on file at the Center 

------~-,-~ -'-(-copi-es--oTth~stt-e-surve'J~r-e-c6rcis-~l1a-veaTSo5eef1-pracea~oifTne-ar-tneTexa s-~~~-· --
Archaeological Research Labora:cory, Austin). 

Most of the sites were occupation sites and lithic scatters and do not differ 
significantly from those documented by Nunley and Hester (1975). Flakes and 
other lithic debris, occasional finished lithic tools, snail shells, scattered 
burned rock and hearths typify the occupation sites; sometimes, quarry-workshop 
activities (utilizing local gravel exposures) were associated. 

Some of the major sites included: 41 SR 154 (occupation and workshop; concen
trations of land snails; estimated depth of deposits, 50 cm); 41 SR 157 (occu
pation; numerous in ~itu hearths; large quantities of land snails); 41 SR 160 
(occupation; extensive snail midden; much debitage, including blades; triangular 
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tion; large quantities of burned rock; triangular 
dart point); 41 SR 169 (occ ion; several intact hearths; heavy concentrations 
of stone-working debris); 41 SR 225 (buried occupation; artifacts at depths up 
to 70 cm); 41 SR 230 (large occupation roughly 1000 by 1500 m; over 100 intact 
hearths; snail shell middens; abundant lithics); 41 SR 232 (prehistoric quarry
workshop and associated Historic period structure of unknown age); 41 SR 242 
(prehistoric occupation and remains of Historic period stone structure, with 
associated square nails and Anglo-European ceramics). Data from the TVA survey 
are currently under analysis and a report will be published at a later date. 

METHODOLOGY 

This investigation was proposed and performed as the first phase of an intensive 
survey and testing of prehistoric archaeological sites recorded during a recon
naissance reported by Nunley and Hester (1975). The 16 sites selected for the 
present study are located in five separate project areas where retarding 
structures have been proposed by the Soil Conservation Service. For logistical 
reasons and in cooperation with the Soil Conservation Service office in Rio 
Grande City, the two-man survey team organized its efforts by studying sites as 
they occurred in each project area. The Soil Conservation Service office obtained 
landowner permission for access in advance of the survey team1s movement from 
one project area to another. In turn, the Soil Conservation Service office, as 
well as numerous law enforcement officers in the vicinity, could be kept generally 
aware of the team1s activities throughout its 26 man-days of field work in Starr 
County. 

Because the focus of the present study has been the retrieval of data concerning 
archaeological potential, intensive survey and limited testing activities varied, 
depending upon: assessments made during previous research; limitations of time; 
physical accessibility, extent and condition of the different sites; and other 
factors. The format explained below is used to describe the investigations made 
at the 16 Starr County sites. 

Site Designation 

The site designation follows the trinomial convention in which the first number, 
41~ represents Texas; the two letters, SR, denote Starr County; and the last· 
number designates a specific site. 

Vctm5Ue: ~.~~~igJ1a t~~ .. }'!h i c.b_~Qf~the..fLv.e .S.ojJ.~Cons.eLviLtjon .. Ser.vice-pr-oj.ects.would ..... . 
. ~-

affect the site in question. Locational data for the site within the project 
area are available in field notes and on maps on file at the Center for Archaeo
locical Research, The University of Texas at San Antonio. Precise description 
of location is avoided here to forestall improper use of such information. 

Type on SUe: Following Nunley and Hester (1975:13-14), two types of sites can 
be defined, based on physiographic situation: IIGallery" sites are located on 
terraces or flood plain areas of arroyos and tributaries; IIBower ll sites are 
located in more elevated areas overlooking the lower-lying arroyos, tributaries 
and IIGalleryll-type sites. 
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SZt~ Ve6~ption: Brief statements concerning the general appearance, extent 
and condition of the site. Other descriptive information can be found in 
Nunley and Hester (1975:14-59; 108-109) . 

. Nunl~y and He6~~ R~Qomm~ndation6: The scope of further archaeological in
vestigation suggested for the site by Nunley and Hester (1975). 

In;ten6J.v~ SUJr..v~y and t.iJn;{;t~dTv.,U!1g Pf[oQ~dW1.e;.,: InVestigati Ons made during 
the present study of the site. 

Man-day.6: Approximations of field time allotted to the study of the site by the 
two archaeological investigators. This figure includes time spent gaining per
mission for access and travelling by vehicle, and often on foot, to reach the site. 

R~mank4: Brief concluding statements concerning the condition and character of 
the site. 

41 SR 67 

Vam.6il~: 1B 

Typ~ on s,[,t~: Occupational material exposed in a rootplowed pasture; "Bower.1I 

Sil~ Vv.,~ption: Extensively damaged in recent years by rootplowing and sub
sequent erosion. This site covers a broad hillside of saline clay, fine sandy 
loam and gravels (Fig. 3). Marginal upland portions of the site (over 400 m 
long and 200 m wide) are relatively level and covered by dense brush, mesquite 
trees and cacti. 

Nunt~y and He6~~ R~Qomm~ndation6: Intensive controlled surface investigation 
with excavation of appropriate areas. 

In;t~n6~V~ SW1.V~y and L{mLt~d Te6ting P~oQ~dUJr..v.,: Intensive surface inspection 
of the entire site, and surface sampling of upper and lower slope areas. A post
hole digger was used to test the depth of deposits containing a very thin scattering 
of prehistoric occupational debris in marginal upland areas. 

Man-day.6: 2 

. .~~_~.~m~~ .... ~~.g~.j~~.§2~t~n~Jyg",J~lttS..e\v':f=.CE:J~ .. dJst.u.rbe.d, ...... Less ... distu.r:bed .. depos.i.ts-.i.n.··· 
. upland areas are shallow (less than 15 cm below the surface) and cultural material 

appears to be scattered very thinly over a large area. 

41 SR 70 

Vam.6il~: 18 

Typ~ on Sil~: Occupational material exposed in a rootplowed pasture; "Gallery." 

S,[,t~ Ve6~ption: Similar in soil type and general appearance to 41 SR 67. This 
site has been completely disturbed by rootplowing and erosion (Fig. 4). A young 
growth of brush and grasses covers lower and upper slopes. 
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Nuntey and Hu:tVr. Rec.ommenda..ti.ono: Testi ng. 

In.:tenoive Sunvey and ~ed Teo:ting P~oc.eduneo: Intensive surface inspection 
of entire site, and surface sampling of general site area. Two 50 cm by 50 cm 
shovel tests were excavated in lower slope areas of the site, near features 
observed by Nunley and Hester (1975:20) as concentrations of snail shells. 

Man-day!.>: 2 

Re.mMkA: Site is located on the same hill as 41 SR 67 and could be conceived 
of as part of the same extensive occupation area. Concentrations of snail shells 
mi xed wi th sma 11 gravels and some cultural malteri a 1 were found to be eros i ona 1 
deposits of shallow depth. The general site area has been completely disturbed 
by rootplowing and erosion. 

41 SR 73 

Vam6Ue: IB 

Type on SUe: Occupational debris exposed by extensive sheet and gully erosion; 
IIBower.1I 

SUe Veo~p:tion: A large occupation area (perhaps 200 m long and 120 m wide) 
covered by dense growths of mesquite trees, brush and cacti, separated by open 
areas of sheet and gully erosion (Fig. 5). Massive outcrops of gravels are ex
posed in more elevated areas. A fine sandy loam supports dense vegetation in 
relatively level, lowlying areas. A greater density of cultural material was 
observed in these areas. 

Nuntey and Heo:tVr. Rec.ommenda.:tiono: Testing and further survey. 

In:tenoive Sunvey and ~ed Teo:ting Pnoc.eduneo: Intensive surface inspection 
of the entire site, and surface sampling of three general areas (Fig. 5). One 
50 cm by 50 cm shovel test was excavated to a depth of 48 cm in a sheet eroded, 
central part of the site. A posthole was dug into the bottom of this shovel 
test to a depth of 80 cm below the ground surface. 

Man.- day!.> : 2 

Re.mMkA: The enti r~~~i te:B:,reghg$t>een bad] ydisturbedby~sheet ... andgully 
er6si6n~ Tile shovel test encountered a thin scattering of cultural material 
in disturbed deposits of sandy clay loam to a depth of approximately 30 cm 
below the ground surface. 

41 SR 74 

Vam!.>Ue: 18 

Type ot! SUe: Faunal remains protruding from wall of Arroyo El Sauz; IIGallery,1I 
buried terrace. 
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SUe. VeoC'Upuon: Described by Nunley and Hester (1975:24) as "in situ ll bones 
of modern horse eroding from lower terrace of the arroyo (Fig. 6). 

Nunle.y and Heot~ Re.eomme.nd~ono: Exploratory excavations and sectioning as 
part of an intensive investigation of buried terrace deposits exposed along 
the arroyo. 

--------------r-rcte.no-:ive. SWtve.y ana-ClmUe.d T eoUng Pltoee.dWteo: I ntens i ve exami na ti on of 
arroyo bed and walls in general area of site. Since the original assessment, 
this portion of the arroyo has become silted, obscuring the lower terrace de
posits and arroyo bed so that no faunal remains or cultural material could be 
found. Attention was focused toward 41 SR 96, a similar site. 

Man-day.6 : 0.5 

Re.mMfu.s: This site and 41 SR 96 probably are isolated localities within an 
extensive terrace deposit which have been buried by heavy silting activity 
during the Historic period. 

41 SR 75 

Va.m6Ue.: IB 

Type. o~ SUe.: Occupational debris exposed by recent rootplowing, and sheet 
and gully erosion; IIBower," 

SUe. VeoC'Upuon: A prominent hill which has been rootplowed in upland areas 
and extensively eroded along slopes covered with mesquite trees, brush, cacti 
and grasses (Fig. 6). Marginal sections of upland slopes of sandy soils appear 
to be the least disturbed parts of the site. 

Nunle.y and Heot~ Re.eomme.ndationo: Additional survey and initial testing. 

rnte.YI..6~ve. SWtve.y and LUnLte.d TeoUng Pltoee.dUJt~~: Intensive surface inspection 
of entire site, and surface sampling of general site area. Four 50 cm by 50 
cm shovel tests were excavated along a fence line running diagonally across 
the upland and lower slopes of the site (Fig. 6). Below approximately 70 cm, 
postholes were dug to test deposits to an average depth of 105 cm below the 
ground surface. 

2 

Re.m~: Between rootplowed field and eroded slopes, shovel tested upland 
margins of this site appear to contain relatively well-preserved deposits con
taining cultural material to a depth of at least 70 cm below the ground surface. 

41 SR 93 
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----Tgpe. onstte.:-OccupaXtonaiaebris exposed In a -nroaa area of extensive sheet 
erosion; "Qallery.1I 

Site Veocniption: A Broad, flat expanse of fine sandy terrace deposits (fig, 
7). Pedestals of soil supporting dense Brush and cacti are separated by large 
areas of sheet erosion. The site covers an area of approximately 600 m by 100 m 
which parallels the Arroyo E1 Sauz. Cultural material was also observed to 
continue up slope an undetermined distance back away from the arroyo. 

Nunley and Heoz~ Reeommend~ono: Controlled surface collections and initial 
testing. 

Intenoive S~vey and Limited Teoting P~oeed~eo: Intensive surface inspection 
of entire site and surface sampling of three broad areas (Fig. 7). A small 
section was cut into a typical pedestal of soil and roots left by sheet 
erosion. 

Ma.n-day.6 : 1.5 

Remank.6: The site has been badly disturbed by sheet erosion. Some pedestals 
of soils containing cultural material appear to be relatively well preserved; 
however, these deposits may be remnants of previously displaced material. 

41 SR 95 

Vam.6lie: 1 B 

Type 06 Site: Occupational material exposed in a broad area of sheet erosion; 
"Gallery. II 

Site Ve.6~ption: Similar in appearance to 41 SR 93. The surface of this 
extensive occupation area (about 200 m long and 100 m wide) contains less cul
tural material. Paralleling the Arroyo E1 Sauz, an elevated margin of the 
site appears to have been preserved by the deposition of sandy clay flood 
silts near the arroyo bank (Fig. 8). This area is covered by dense brush and 
cacti. 

-
Nunley and He.6Z~ Reeommendation.6: Extensive excavations. 

Inten.6ive S~vey and Limited Te.6ting P~oeed~e.6: Intensive surface inspection 
{')'f'~en~M~resiteandstir-facesampliligoftwogeneralareas; Keyed to a fence;;;; 
line roughly parallel ing the arroyo, seven 50 cm by 50 cm shovel tests were 
excavated into the more elevated portion of the site. These test units were 
excavated to depths ranging from 30 cm to 67 cm below the ground surface. 
Postholes were dug into the bottoms of the two northernmost shovel tests. 

Man-day.6 : 2.5 

Remanfu: Although the site is badly disturbed by sheet erosion, an elevated 
area adjoining the arroyo may contain preserved deposits of small amounts of 
cultural material to depths of perhaps 50 em below the ground surface in some 
areas. 
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Vam6Ue.: IB 

Type. on SUe.: Faunal remains protruding from wall of Arroyo El Sauz; "Gallery," 
buried terrace. 

------c8o&Ee.-V~c:JUp.ti(JYr:-Faurral-r-em-a:i ns exposea-inaark grey-brown sandy cl ay 1 ayer 
near the base of the arroyo wall. Nunley and Hester (1975:29) report lithic 
artifacts from this zone; however, no lithic material was observed by the in
tensive survey and testing team. A 2.0 m thick mantle of sand and sandy clay 
laminae cap this buried terrace deposit. 

Nunle.y and Heoz~ Re.Qomme.ndationo: Test excavations. 

Inte.no~ve. S~ve.y and Limite.d TeoZing P~oQe.duneo: Intensive surface inspection 
of arroyo bed and walls. A profile 1.1 m wide and 3.0 m high was cut into the 
arroyo bank, and faunal remains were collected from approximately 0.5 cubic 
meters of dark grey-brown sandy cl ay removed duri ng profil e trimmi ng and re
cording. 

Man-day.6 : 1.5 

Re.m~k.6: This site and 41 SR 74 probably are representative of extensive 
terrace deposits which have been buried by heavy silting activity during the 
Historic period. 

41 SR 100 

Vam.6Ue.: 7 

Type. on SUe.: Large amounts of occupational debris exposed by sheet and gully 
erosion. Nunley and Hester (1975:33) classify this as a "Gallery" site. The 
intensive survey and testing team observed that this occupational area covers 
the lower end and slopes of a long elevated area overlooking two stream valleys, 
and should actually be classified as a "Bower" site. 

SUe. Veo~pZion: The southern end of an extensive occupation area, including 
sites 41 SR 102 and 41 SR103 (Fig. 9). Site 41 SR 100 is characterized by a 
va ri etyo fk i nd s. a n£_a[lloJln:t:.~ ._QLJjj:_hj~G ulturalma.teria 1s .. £ca-ttered--Q·ver·a·n··-

-Trea-'or-approxlmatelyr: () ha. Fi ne sandy loam and gravel s support a dense 
growth of mesquite, cacti and other vegetation. 

Nunle.y and Heoz~ Re.Qomme.nd~ono: Testing and intensive surface collections. 

Inte.no~ve. S~ve.y and ~e.d TeoZing P~oQe.duneo: Intensive surface inspection 
of entire site, and surface sampling of upper and lower slopes. Two postholes 
were dug to depths of about 60 cm to study deposits of the upper slope. 

Man-day.6: 1.3 
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RemMiu: Badly di rbed by sheet and gully erosion, site 41 SR 100 can be 
considered the lower, southern end of a huge occupational area including 
sites 41 SR 102 and 41 SR 103. 

41 SR 102 

Varn6Ue.: 7 

Type. 06 SUe.: Great quantities of lithic cultural material exposed by ex
tensive sheet and gully erosion; "Bower." 

19 

SUe. Vecc..tU.ption: A broad section of an extensive occupation area including 
sites 41 SR 100 and 41 SR 103 (Fig. 9). Dense growths of mesquite trees, cacti 
and other vegetation are separated by areas of sheet and gully erosion in which 
fine sandy loam and gravels are exposed. The lower slopes of the valley wall 
on which this site is located are much more disturbed than relatively level up
land areas. 

Nunle.y ~nd Hecte.n Re.Qomme.nd~on6: Preliminary excavations. 

Inten6~ve. S~ve.y and LtmLte.d Tecting P~OQe.~ec: Intensive surface inspection 
of entire site and surface sampling of lower and upper slope areas, and the up
land surface of this divide between two stream drainages. Two postholes were 
dug to depths of approximately 65 cm into the upland surface. 

Ma.n.-d~y./.) : 1. 3 

Re.ma.nk..6: Upland deposits of cultural material appear to be deeper, denser and 
much less disturbed than slope areas. The lower slope appears to have been 
completely disturbed by sheet and deep gully erosion. 

41 SR 103 

Varn6Ue.: 7 

Type. 06 SUe.: Great quantities of occupational debris exposed by sheet and 
gully eros i on; /I Bower. II 

SLte.Vebc~£p;t,{_OJ4: Abroad section of a huge occapationalarea inc:TuCill1gsifes 
41 SR 100 and 41 SR 102 (Fig. 9). Dense thickets of mesquite, cacti and other 
vegetation are separated by open areas of sheet and gully erosion, especially 
along lower slopes. The light tan fine sandy loam of this site area contains 
fewer gravels than the soils of sites 41 SR 100 and 41 SR 102. Concentrations 
of thermally altered gravels are exposed by erosion. 

Nunle.y ~nd Hecte.n Re.Qomme.nd~on6: Testing. 

Inte.n6~ve. Sunve.y a.nd L{m{te.d Tecting P~oQe.d~ec: Intensive surface inspection 
of entire site, and surface sampling of upper and lower slope areas. Three 
postholes were dug to depths of about 65 cm in the margin between upper slopes. 



Rem~: Upper slopes of this site appear to be relatively well preserved 
and may contain deposits of cultural material to depths greater than 50 cm 
below the ground surface. Lower slopes are very di'sturbed by sheet and 
gully erosi·on. 

41 SR 118 

Vam6Ue.: 8 
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Type. 06 sUe.: occupational debris exposed by sheet and gully erosion; "Gallery." 

SUe. V~~ption: A comparatively restricted scatter of lithic cultural mate
rial covering an area of about 70 m by 70 m along the lower slope of a large 
hillside (Fig. 10). Dense thickets of mesquite, cacti and other vegetation 
are broken by small open areas of fine sandy loam and gravels exposed by sheet 
and gully erosion. Concentrations of thermally altered gravels may be disturbed 
hearths exposed by erosion. Thick gravel deposits are exposed in upper slope 
areas. The southern third of the site has been disturbed by rootplowing. 

Nunle.y and H~~e.n Re.comme.ndationo: Extensive testing. 

I~e.no~ve. S~ve.y and ~te.d T~ting P~oce.d~~: Intensive surface inspection 
of entire site and surface sampling of upper ~nd lower slope areas. A line of 
five 50 cm deep postholes was dug into a sheet eroded area near the center of 
the site. 

Man - daY-6 : 1 

Re.m~k-6: Badly disturbed by rootplowing and erosion, small areas of the lower 
slope may contain hearths and other preserved deposits of cultural material to 
depths of less than 40 cm below the ground surface. 

41 SR 119 

Vam6Ue.: 8 

Type. 06 S4e.:Occup~tiQnglmgterialexp.osedbyrootplowing and extensive sheet 
and gunYeros i on ; "Gallery." 

SUe. V~~ption: Similar in appearance to site 41 SR 118, an extensive scatter 
of lithic cultural material covering an area of at least 100 m by 200 m (Fig. 11). 
Most of the site area has been completely disturbed in recent years by root
plowing. Adjoining this rootplowed pasture is an area of erosion covered by 
dense thickets of mesquite, cacti and other vegetation supported by a fine 
sandy loam with gravels. 

Nunle.y and H~~e.n Re.comme.ndationo: Testing in conjunction with site 41 SR 118. 
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SuJwe.y Te-6Ung PJtoc.e.dUlte-6; ive surface inspection 
of-ernttre-s-tte-a;mh:IlIrTo, ce-~ Cf,JlTp-l ·in"9-Q·f~roQ tpll)we~d-a-nd--s·rre1:t-eTo·del:i-o, re~crs . ---

Man-daY4 : 1 

Re.man~: Numerous animal burrows in sheet eroded areas expose shallow, badly 
disturbed deposits containing a relatively thin scatter of cultural material. 

41 SR 125 

Vctm6Ue.: 2 

Type. on SUe.: Occupational material exposed by extensive sheet and gully erosion; 
"Bower. II 

Site. Ve-6~pUon: An extensive thin scatter of cultural material exposed in open 
erosional areas between dense thickets of mesquite trees, cacti and other vegeta
tion (Fig. 12). This site covers the broad gentle slope which forms a tributary 
valley wall. The extent of the entire occupational area was not determined •. 

Nunle.y and K~z~ Re.c.omme.ndaUono: Preliminary testing. 

TnZe.n6ive. SUltve.y and Limite.d T~Ung PJtoc.e.dUlt~: Intensive surface inspection 
of large area and surface sampling of upper and lower slopes. A separate sur
face collection was made of an area of approximately 15 m in diameter in which 
ceramics, chipped stone, thermally altered stone and a square nail were found. 

Man-day-6 : 2 

Re.m~~: The site appears to be completely disturbed by erosion. 

41 SR 126 

Va.m-6Ue.: 2 

Type. on SUe.: Occupational debris exposed by erosion and road construction; 
uGa 11 ery. " 

SUe. Ve-6~pUon: Relatively large quantities of lithic cultural material exposed 
in a county road cut which crosses a gradual hillside of sandy clay loams and 
saney-c-l-ays-ovEH'grown -byth i-ekets of mesq u-ite---trees,eaet ;,gra ssesandother 
vegetation. The extent of the entire site area was not determined, but probably 
includes an area of greater than 5 ha. (Fig. 13). The soils and vegetation of 
this site are different from those of other sites studied. 

Nunle.y and H~z~ Re.c.omme.nda.Uon6: Testing. 

TnZe.n6ive. SUltve.y and Ltmtte.d Te-6Zing PJtoc.e.dU!te-6: Intensive surface inspection 
of a large area and surface sampling of upper and lower slopes. In the upper 
slope area, two 50 cm by 50 cm shovel tests were excavated to depths of approxi
mately 60 cm below the surface. Postholes were dug into the bottom of each test 
to study deposits to deths over 80 cm below the surface. The lower slope area 
was tested with two postholes dug to depths of 60 cm below the surface. 
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2 

Re.maJtk.6: The site appears to be badly disturbed along lower slopes by erosion 
and possibly other processes. More elevated areas appear to be better preserved, 
~-containing cultural material to depths greater than 60 cm below the surface. 

41 SR 144 

Va.m6Ue.: 6 

Type. on SUe.: Occupational debris exposed by extensive sheet and gully erosion; 
"Gall ery." 

Site. Veo~ption: A thin scatter of lithic cultural material exposed in an area 
of approximately 1.3 ha. The site area is restricted to the lowermost gentle slope 
of a gravel and vegetation covered valley wall and the relatively flat~ sparsely 
overgrown flood plain zone between two converging tributaries (Fig. 14). Fine 
sandy loam and concentrations of small gravels are characteristic of the surface 
of the site. 

Nunle.y and Heot~ Re.eomme.ndationo: Further survey and testing. 

Tnt~~ve. S~ve.y and Limite.d Teoting Pnoee.d~eo: Intensive surface inspection 
of entire site and surrounding areas, and surface sampling of general site area. 

Man-day.o : 2 

Re.mank.6: This site appears to have been completely disturbed by sheet and gully 
erosion. 

CULTURAL MATERIALS 

The materials recovered during intensive survey and limited testing operations 
performed at 16 Starr County archaeological sites were derived from two major 
types of field procedures: surface sampling and subsurface testing. 

Surface Sampling 

Samples of material culture were taken from the surface of each of the 16 sites . 
... ... ·········~Samp-H119·~·teehniqtl-e·~irrvolv-ed·a··!Lgrab·s-amp'r-e-uof''Wh'at WCiS ··obs-e'rved··to ·····bereprc:--""· 

sentative examples of five general categories: chipped stone tools, chipping 
debris, pecked and ground stone, thermally altered stone and ceramics. At some 
badly disturbed sites, samples were collected from the general surface area. At 
larger and less disturbed sites, samples were collected from areas arbitrarily 
defined on the basis of elevation and relationship to water source. 

Following is a description of the occupational debris sampled by the two-man 
intensive survey and limited testing team. The size range of archaeological 
specimens can be determined from the accompanying illustrations which show the 
artifacts actual size. Sizes of specimens in some categories are included in 
the text when dimensions are necessary for an adequate morphological description 
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of ~hose categorie~: .~h~_ prov~~enc~f archaeological spec;ime~Lc_olli_c":te_d ____ _ 
-----crtlfTng-:rtrFfa-c-e-s-amp Ilng 1 s on fll e at tfie Center for Archaeo loglca 1 Research. 

CHTPPEV STONE (962 specimensl 

Products and by-products of lithic tool production from siliceous gravels. 

Cokeo (73 specimens; Fi g. 15, a, [) I 

Nodu"les or cobbles from which one or more flakes have Deen removed. Most cores 
probably represent the initial stages of lithic tool prOduction, although it is 
possible that some were used as tools. Different kinds of cores can be differ
entiated on the basis of striking platform morphology and extent of reduction. 

Co~ex P!at6o~ (14 specimens; Fig. 15, a) 

Cobbles or nodules from which a flake or flakes have been struck from corticate 
(unimproved, cortex-covered) platform surfaces. 

Vec.olt:Uc.a;te p.ta;t6olUn (59 specimens; Fig. 15, bJ 

Cores created by the removal of several flakes struck from decorticate, as well 
as corticate, platform surfaces. This sample consists of cores which appear to 
be representative of the production of both bifaces and flake tools. 

Fourteen specimens are relatively large. Each has been trimmed bifacially along 
one or more continuous edges and retains a suBstantial amount of nodular cortex. 
Another 10 decorticate platform cores are smaller, more reduced, and retain little 
or no cortex. Although bifacially flaked along continuous edges, they tend to be 
plano-convex in cross section and may have been used in the production of flakes 
or as tools. 

Exhibiting more variety in size, shape and amount of cortex, 24 decorticate 
platform cores have been shaped by the removal of flakes from more than one 
separate platform area. The remaining 11 decorticate platform cores are 
relatively small, retain little or no cortex, and may be cores which were 
exhausted during the production of flakes. 

Colte-Bi6a.c.eo 00 specimens; Fig. 15, c) 

Cobbles or nodules which have been bifacially thinned along continuous edges and 
ar~ re ughlylenti-eulaT~ i-n·· cross section. . Althoughs imilartffg enetalBOt TlnetO 
some decorticate platform cores, these artifacts retain less cortex, are more 
reduced, and may represent either flake tool production or unsuccessful attempts 
to produce thin bifaces. 

Flak eo and Chip~ (754 specimens) 

Pieces of chipped stone which have been produced during the reduction of siliceous 
cobbles or nodules into tools. Flakes and chips often are referred to as flaking 
debris, deDitage, or by~products of lithic tool making. All specimens in this 
sample appear to De unaltered, although it is possible that some were used as tools. 
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Figure 15. COJte6 a.n.d CoJte.-&-6a.c.e. nJtom S-Lte..6 in. Sta.JtJt Cow'Lty. a, 
cortex platform core; b, decorticate platform core; c, core-biface. 
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specimens) 

Fragments of siliceous stone which retain portions of platform areas at which 
they were struck from cobbles, cores, bifaces or other flakes. Flakes are 
divided into three categories based on the amount of cortex present on each 
specimen. Another category is defined by a distinctive platform characteristic. 

Primary (10 specimens). Flakes removed from unaltered, corticate 
surfaces of cobbles or cores. Each primary flake retains cortex 
over its entire exterior surface and has a cortex striking plat
form. 

Secondary (273 specimens). Flakes which have been removed from 
previously altered surfaces of cores, core-bifaces, bifaces and 
other flakes. Each secondary flake has a partially decorticate 
exterior surface. 

Interior (180 specimens). Decorticate flakes which have been 
removed from previously altered surfaces of cores, core-bifaces 
and other flakes. 

Lipped Flakes (58 specimens). Flakes characterized by a visible 
ridge or lip which extends along the interior edge of the strik
ing platform. Lipped flakes are discussed separately for the 
purposes of analysis and description. They have been included 
in totals for primary, secondary and interior flakes, and should 
not be counted twice. 

Although lipping is often thought to be diagnostic of biface 
thinning (Crabtree 1972), a lipped primary flake and a number 
of lipped secondary flakes contained in this sample consist 
of lipped interior flakes which probably have been removed 
from bifaces. 

Chip~ (291 specimens) 

Flake fragments which do not have platforms. Chips are subdivided into three 
categories based on the amount of cortex present on each specimen. 

Corticate (4 specimens). Chips which retain cortex over their 
. e n t j re..ex. te r io.rs.ur.f a.cesand ... a re.· fragmentseyfpr·ima·ryand 
secondary flakes. 

Partially Decorticate (134 specimens). Fragments of secondary 
flakes. 

Decorticate (153 specimens). Characterized by exterior surfaces 
which are devoid of cortex. Decorticate chips are fragments of 
interior flakes and the decorticate portions of secondary flakes. 
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T~med f~Re4 and Chip4 (26 specimens; Fig. 16, a-g) 

Flakes and chips which have been modified by the removal of flakes along one 
or more edges. The sample is subdivided using the telationshtp of the trimmed 
edge to the medial axis of the original flake. 

Side (9 specimens; Fig. 16, a, b). Trimmed along one or both 
edges, more or less parallel to the medial axis of the flake. 

End (6 specimens; Fig. 16, c). Trimmed on the distal end, 
more or less perpendicular to the medial axis of the flake. 

End and Side (4 specimens; Fig. 16, d, e). Trimmed along one 
or both edges, parallel to the medial axis, and on the distal 
end, perpendicular to the medial axis of the flake. 

Irregular (7 specimens; Fig. 16, f, g). Trimmed in a variety 
of irregular shapes. Some specimens are fragments of larger 
trimmed flakes and chips. 

Bifiace4 (99 specimens) 

Bifacially thinned chipped stone artifacts which retain littl~ or no cortex and 
have roughly continuous edges. Bifaces probably are the products and by-products 
of the reduction of cobbles, cores and flakes into tools. Bifaces are divided 
here into two major groups based on thickness. 

ThicR Bifiace4 (43 specimens; Fig. 16, h, i) 

Greater than 1.1 cm thick. Four specimens are plano-convex in cross section 
and roughly triangular in shape, with straight to slightly convex sides, 
rounded apexes and straight to convex bases (Fig. 16, h). Ranging from 14.0 
to 24.0 mm thick, these artifacts are similar to forms referred to as IIbi
facial Clear Fork gouges ll by Epstein (1969:39-43). 

The remaining 39 thick bifaces exhibit a wide range of shapes, flaking patterns 
and thicknesses. Nine are over 2.0 cm thick, have continuous edges and lentic
ular cross sections, and are roughly ovate in shape. Somewhat similar in shape, 
13 specimens are less than 2.0 cm thick (Fig. 16, i) and may be by-products of 
the process of thin biface tool production. Another 17 specimens less than 
·2~-";"{)"'~e'fil~~~~rci~e~k '-'a-pfje~a"i~~·'-tef~bt: '-'fl~'a"'gmen'-t-s~~-uf----1-"'"a~rge-r------th-i~c'K---b;-fa'C' e-S'--;---~- ,---,.,,~~--.,--.-'~ ----

Thin Bi6ace4 (56 specimens; Fig. 17, a-i) 

Less than 1.1 cm thick. These bifaces are decorticate and appear to represent 
predetermined shaping, rather than simply reflecting the shapes of the original 
cobbles, cores and flakes from which they were manufactured. Thicknesses and 
edges are more uniform than in most thick bifaces. Thin bifaces can be divided 
into five groups. for descriptive purposes. 
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Figure 16. TJU.mme.d Flak.v., and ClUp'-> and Thic.k. &L6ac.v., nftom S:tMft 
Coun:ty S~v.,. a,b, side trimmed; c, end trimmed; d,e, end and side 
trimmed; f,g, irregularly trimmed; h,i, thick bifaces. 
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Fi gure 17. Un6;temmed and S;temmed ThJ..n. Bi6ac.e...6 6Mm S:t.aJr.Jt Coun.ty 
S£;te...6. a, pointed-ovate; b, 5ubtriangular; c, triangular, group 1; 
d, triangular, group 2; e, triangular, group 3; f-i, stemmed. 



Pointed-Ovate (4 specimens; Fig. 17, a). Comparatively irreg
ularly thinned, exhibiting numerous hinge fracture scars and 
rounded proximal ends. Three are fragmentary, ranging in width 
from 2.6 to 3.3 cm. Another is complete, measuring 5.3 cm long 
and 2.6 cm wide. Thicknesses range from 8.0 to 11.0 mm. 

Subtriangular (6 specimens; Fig. 17, b). Somewhat larger than 
pointed-ovate thin bifaces. These specimens have straight to 
slightly convex sides. Five specimens are fragmentary, ranging 
in width from 2.7 to 3.4 cm. Another is complete, measuring 
5.5 cm long and 3.5 cm wide. Thicknesses range from 6.1 to 
11.0 mm. 

Triangular (14 specimens; Fig. 17, c-e). Triangular in shape, 
with straight to slightly convex sides and straight to slightly 
convex bases. These thin bifaces can be divi~ed into three 
groups based on width, thickness and flaking treatment. 

Group 1 (8 specimens; Fig. 17, c). Thick relative 
to length and width. These thin bifaces have bev
eled edges (five are alternately beveled). Six 
have thinned bases and thick distal ends, while 
two have steeply beveled bases. Widths range from 
2.0 to 3.1 cm. Five complete specimens range in 
length from 2.8 to 5.0 cm. Thicknesses range from 
7.2 to 9.1 mm. The regional literature usually in
cludes such specimens in the To~ug~ dart point 
category (Suhm, Krieger and Jelks 1954). 

Group 2 (3 specimens; Fig. 17, d). Broad and thin, 
with uniformly thinned straight sides and uniformly 
thinned slightly concave bases. These fragmentary 
specimens range in width from 2.6 to 3.8 cm and in 
thickness from 5.0 to 7.4 mm. 

Group 3 (3 specimens; Fig 17, e). Comparatively small, 
short, and thin. Apparently pressure flaked, these 
thin bifaces range in width from 261 to 2.4 cm and in 
thickness from 4.5 to 4.9 mm. One nearly complete 
specimen is 2.5 cm long. All three are comparable in 

... s ;·z.eaRd·'v'leight·toformscommon·lyreferred·tb as· 
arrow points. The specimen in Fig. 17, e, resembles 
the F~~no arrow point type described by Suhm, Krieger 
and Jelks (1954); however, it could also be an arrow 
point preform. 

Stemmed (5 specimens; Fig. 17, f-i). Thin bifaces with stemmed 
basal ends and pointed distal ends. One heavily patinated speci
men is the basal fragment of a large IIdart point,1I measuring 
2.7 cm wide at the shoulders, 1.7 cm wide at the base, 1.5 cm 
wide at the stem, and 9.1 mm thick (Fig 17, f). 
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The other stemmed thin bifaces are small, thin and apparently 
pressure flaked into shapes that often are referred to as 
arrow points. Two are side notched with straight to slightly 
concave bases and straight sides (Fig. 17, g, h). Dimensions 
average 1.7 cm at the shoulders, 1.0 cm at the stems, and 2.1 cm 
at the bases. These small tools range in length from 3.4 to 
3.8 cm and average 3.9 mm in thickness. The lateral edges of 
one specimen are serrated. Hester (1972:Fig. 3, n-2) illus
trates similar side notched arrow points from sites in DuvaJ 
County, and (p. 51) notes the occurrence of other specimens 
of this form in Tamaulipas. 

The two remaining arrow points are fragmentary. Both appar
ently had contracting stems, comparable in shape to P~diz 
points defined by Suhm, Krieger and Jelks (1954) (Fig. 17, i). 
Both are less than 1.4 cm wide at the shoulders and 0.6 cm 
wide at the stem, and average 3.1 mm in thickness. 

Fragments (27 specimens). Fragments of bifaces less than 1.1 cm 
thick. These thin bifaces can be described as two general cate
gories: nine specimens which are less than 7.1 mm thick, less 
than 2.7 cm in width, have uniform lateral edges, and probably 
are medial sections of stemmed and unstemmed thin biface tools; 
and 18 specimens which are larger, ranging in thickness from 
6.5 to 11.0 mm, have less uniform edges, and probably represent 
various final stages in the process of thin biface tool pro
duction. 

PECKEV ANV GROUNV STONE (7 specimens) 

Three fragments of thin sandstone slabs with ground flat surfaces, three 
quartzite pebble fr.agments with ground surfaces, and a small quartzite 
pebble which is battered and ground on two opposing ends. The sandstone 
slab fragments range in thickness from 0.8 to 3.2 cm. The quartzite pebble 
tools are 1.7 cm, 2.2 cm, and 3.8 cm thick. The battered pebble is rectangu
loid in shape, 4.1 cm long, 3.4 cm wide and 1.5 cm thick. 

THERMALLY ALTEREV STONE 

Fragments of burned, fine-grained and coarse-grained gravels which may have 
been used as hearthstones. 

CERAMICS 

Abo~g~nal Eanthenwane (10 specimens) 
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Sherds representing one sand- and bone-tempered pottery vessel with an orange to 
dark tan smoothed exterior surface and a rough orange interior surface. Thick
nesses range from 4.8 to 7.2 mm. This vessel is representative of the bone
tempered ware found throughout southern Texas, as described by Hester and Hill 
(1971) . 



HJ.6.toJUc.. AmeJU.c..a.n S;tone.wCVte. (2 specimens) 

Sherds from Albany-slipped and Bristol-glazed crockery vessels that probably 
were produced during the early 20th century. 

BuJ1.ne.d Cfuy Lwnp.o 

Soft gray to tan lumps of sandy clay. Although no burned clay lumps were 
observed on the surface, a number were recovered during subsurface testing 
at some sites (see Table 2). 

METAL (1 specimen) 

The shank of a machine-cut square nail, probably dating to the 19th century. 

GLASS (3 specimens) 

Bo:tte.e. Glcv.s.6 (2 specimens) 

Fragments of a large aquamarine glass bottle or jar. 

MCVtble. (1 specimen) 
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An aquamarine glass marble, measuring 1.6 cm in diameter. An impact fracture 
on this artifact supports the idea that it was used as a projectile for a 
slingshot. 

Subsurface Testing 

Of the 16 prehistoric archaeological sites for which testing was recommended 
by Nunley and Hester (1975), 12 were preliminarily tested by the intensive 
survey and limited testing team. No subsurface te'sting was carried out at 
sites 41 SR 119, 41 SR 125 and 41 SR 144 because these sites were reevaluated 
during intensive surface inspection and found to be too disturbed to warrant 
subsurface investigation. Site 41 SR 74 was not tested because its exact 
location has been obscured by recent silting of the arroyo bed in which it 
was discovered. 

Basically, two types of limited testing were employed: shovel testing and 
. posthole digging. Shovel testing involved the excavation of 50 cm by 50 cm 
units strategically placed so as to probe the condition, content and depth of 
site areas that appeared from surface inspection to be the best preserved. 
Depths of each unit varied depending upon such factors as the condition of de
posits encountered, the occurrence or lack of occurrence of cultural material 
and time limits. The dimensions of shovel tests restricted working areas so 
that a maximum depth of 80 cm could be reached with pick, shovel and trowel. 
In some cases, postholes were dug into the bottom of shovel tests in order to 
examine deposits to depths as great as 110 cm below the ground surface. 
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All excavated dep-osits were screened through lL4-iQ~aslLlLardwar~JLoth and~ ____ __ 
notes on soil color, texture and content were recorded by 15 cm arbitrary 
level. Cultural material recovered by level was bagged together when excavated 
deposits contained only small amounts of cultural material. In a few cases, 
when greater quantities of cultural remains were encountered in relatively deep 
deposits, samples from upper and lower levels were bagged separately. All 
shovel tests were backfilled. 

Considering such problems as time limits and physical inaccessibility of some 
sites, posthole digging was found to be an efficient means of testing deposits 
to depths as great as 75 cm below the ground surface. The excavation of post
holes averaging approximately 17 cm in diameter removed a smaller volume of 
soil than.did the excavation of shovel tests. Deposits removed from postholes 
were checked for cultural material. Soil characteristics were recorded and 
each posthole was backfilled. 

Following are the results of limited testing procedures carried out at 12 pre
historic archaeological sites. Cultural material is classified into morpho
logical categories defined in the previous section; provenience of this mate
rial is on file at the Center for Archaeological Research. 

41 SR 67 

Two postholes excavated into the upland area of this site revealed a soft, homo
geneous, pinkish-tan, fine sandy loam containing occasional small gravels to a 
depth of at least 60 cm below the ground surface. Although no cultural material 
was observed in excavated deposits, scattered fragments of thermally altered 
stone occur on the ground surface. 

41 SR 70 

Two shovel tests excavated into the lower slope encountered a dark tan sandy 
clay loam containing numerous small gravels, snail shells and some cultural 
material to a depth of approximately 20 cm. Below this, gradual changes in 
soil color and texture were noted, as well as an increase in gravels and a de
crease in cultural material. No cultural evidence was observed in deposits 
excavated from more than 40 cm below the ground surface. Concentrated gravels 
and snail shells mixed with occasional cultural material in upper levels appear 
to have been deposited by rootplowing and erosion. 

41 SR 73 

One shovel test excavated into a typical sheet-eroded area of this site en
countered a small amount of cultural material scattered throughout a dark tan 
to brown sandy clay loam containing occasional small gravels and snail shell 
fragments'to a depth of approximately 30 cm below the ground surface. A 
gradual change to a lighter clay soil with fewer gravels, fewer snail shell 
fragments and no cultural material was observed to a depth of 48 cm. A post
hole excavated into the bottom of the shovel test to a depth of 80 cm below the 
ground surface revealed a continued gradual soil change and no cultural evidence. 
All excavated deposits appear to have been displaced by sheet erosion. 
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Four shovel tests were excavated to depths ranging from 60 to 70 cm into upper 
and lower slope areas of this site. Soils encountered can be characterized 
generally as brown sandy loam containing variable amounts of small gravels and 
snail shells, grading into light tan calcareous clay containing occasional small 
gravels and snail shells in lower levels. 

Located in the more elevated area tested, two shovel tests encountered a thin 
scattering of cultural material to a depth of approximately 54 cm. Below this, 
a sharp increase in the amount of cultural material was observed. Decreasing 
in frequency below 65 cm, cultural evidence was found to be thinly scattered 
through deposits to a depth of at least 80 cm below the ground surface. A con
tinued gradation into a lighter, more calcareous soil wtth no cultural material 
was observed in postholes excavated into the bottoms of these tests to a depth 
of about 110 cm below the ground surface. 

A thin scatter of cultural material was found to be restricted to the upper 
20 cm of the two other shovel tests--one located on the lower slope, and 
the other placed in an upland area of the upper slope of the site. Occasional 
small gravels and snail shells were observed in the lower levels of these 
shovel tests. 

Although thermally altered stone and chipping debris were found in deposits as 
deep as 80 cm in the more elevated portion of site 41 SR 75, the condition of 
these sandy deposits cannot be assessed confidently. It is possible, however, 
that this small area of the site, situated between sheet eroded slope's and ..... . 
rootplowed upland areas, contains some stratified cultural remains. 

41 SR 93 

A profile 60 cm wide was cut into a typical pedestal of dark tan fine sandy 
loam surrounded by extensive sheet erosion. Although no cultural material was 
encountered during this sectioning. some of the many brush-covered pedestals of 
soil at site 41 SR 93 appear to be relatively well preserved and probably con
tain a thin scattering of cultural material. However, it is also possible 
that these deposits have been displaced by past erosional activity. 

41 ·SR 95 

Seven shovel tests were excavated into the more elevated; less eroded part of 
this site to depths of as much as 30 to 67 cm below the ground surface. These 
un its encountered two maj or soil zones: upper depos its of tan san dy clay loam 
containing variable amounts of small gravels, snail shells and cultural material; 
and a buried depo~it of compact brown sandy clay containing very few gravels, 
occasional snail shells and no cultural material. The upper zone was found to 
range in depth from 25 to 60 cm. The lower zone extends below the bottoms of 
the test units. Although the condition of artifact~bearing upper deposits can
not be assessed with confidence, based on limited testing data, this tan sandy 
clay loam may contain preserved deposits of cultural evidence to a depth of 
perhaps 60 cm in one isolated, elevated area of the site. 
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41 SR 96 

A profile 1.1 m wide and 3.0 m high cut into 'the arroyo bank exposed a buried 
dark gray-brown sandy clay layer containing animal bones. Averaging approxi
mately 80 cm in thickness and capped by over 2.0 m of alluvial silts, this 
clay layer is referred to by Nunley and Hester (1975:29) as a disconformity 
containing chipped stone artifacts and the remains of modern horse and bison. 
The soil characteristics of this buried layer are similar to those of lower 
deposits at nearby site 41 SR 95. ' 

41 SR 100 

Two postholes dug to a depth of 60 cm into the upper slope of this site en
countered a light tan fine sandy loam, grading into a darker tan fine sandy 
loam in lower levels. Although one small fragment of thermally altered stone 
was the only cultural evidence observed, it is possible that thinly scattered 
deposits of cultural material are preserved in upper slope areas of this site. 

41 SR 102 

Two postholes excavated into a relatively level upland ~rea to a depth of 65 cm 
exposed soils similar to those observed at adjoining sites 41 SR 100 and 
41 SR 103. More cultural material was noted on the surface and in postholes at 
site 41 SR 102, and it is possible thaf cultural depo-sits are preserved in up
land areas of this site, and occur at depths greater than 65 cm below the ground 
surface. 

41 SR 103 

Three postholes were excavated into the margin between the sheet-eroded lower 
slope and less eroded upper slope areas. Soils similar to those of adjoining 
site 41 SR 102 were found to contain dense, apparently well-preserved deposits 
of charcoal, thermally altered stone and other cultural remains to depths greater 
than 50 cm below the ground surface. It is possible that extensive prehistoric 
hearth areas are buried in less eroded, gently sloping upper areas of site 
41 SR 103. 

41 SR 118 

Five postholes excavated into a sheet-eroded, gently sloping central area of 
this site encountered alight tan fine sandy loam containing a thin scattering 
of cultural material and numerous small gravels to an average depth of 50 cm. 
This badly eroded surface zone rests on a compact layer of calcareous sandy soil 
and dense gravel deposits. 
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41 SR 126 

Two shovel tests excavated into the upper slope area of this site encountered 
relatively large amounts of cultural evidence to depths greater than 70 cm be
low the ground surface. An upper zone of brown sandy loam containing occasional 
small gravels and snail shells was found to grade into a light tan sandy clay 
loam below about 50 cm. These deposits appear to be relatively well preserved. 

Two postholes dug to a depth of approximately 60 cm into the lower slope of site 
41 SR 126 penetrated a disturbed zone of sandy loam. Although no cultural mate
rial was observed in the postholes, a thin scattering of chipped stone and 
thermally altered stone is exposed on the surface of this portion of the site. 

INTERPRETATIONS 

Reviewing the evidence recovered during surface sampling and limited testing 
procedures carried out at Starr County archaeological sites, minimal discus
sion can be presented concerning chronology, subsistence, technology and 
settlement pattern of the prehistoric populations of the Los Olmos drainage. 

Chronological affiliation of all 16 sites studied is difficult for two 
reasons: the small number of artifacts found which are comparable to styles 
of a sound regional chronology; and the small amount of stratigraphic infor
mation obtained during limited testing procedures. Although most of the 16 
sites were probably occupied sometime during the Archaic period, as repre
sented by stemmed and unstemmed thin bifaces (dart points), it is possible 
that buried terrace sites 41 SR 74 and 41 SR 96 may date as late as the His
toric period. Small stemmed and unstemmed thin bifaces (arrow points) and 
aboriginal ceramics recovered from sites 41 SR 93, 41 SR 102, 41 SR 125 and 
41 SR 126 probably are representative of Late Prehistoric occupations of areas 
which had also been utilized during the Archaic period. Occasional Historic 
ceramic, glass and metal refuse represents late nineteenth and twentieth cen
tury use of the Los Olmos drainage by Mexican and American populations. 

The prehistoric material culture inventory from the Starr County sites is 
comparable to inventories from other sites in this part of southern Texas and 
can be interpreted as being representative of the hunting and gathering sub
sistence of small groups or bands. Flaking debris (flakes and chips) produced 
during the manufacture of tools from abundantly available siliceous gravels is 
t~~e mo~~ commo n JJtr111~ f._asJ:~aeQ 1 ~gi.cal ~.\,l idenc.e~~~ Als{Lcommo.nare~f ra.gment s~Q..f . 
thermally altered gravels which may have been used as hearthstones. A variety 
of hunting and food preparation activities are probably represented by chipped 
and ground stone, as well as by thermally altered stone. 

Prehistoric settlement pattern data can be interpreted from the intra-site and 
inter-site distribution of material cultural evidence recoVered from the sur
faces of 14 Starr County sites. Data recovered during controlled surface 
sampling of six horizontally extensive sites are presented in Table 1. Cores, 
flakes and chips, and possible trimmed flake and bifacial tool forms (evidence 
of both initial and final stages of lithic tool production) occurred in all 
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TABLE 1. HORIZONTAL DISTRIBUTION OF LITHIC ARTIFACTS FROM CONTROLLED SURFACE 
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41 SR 73 
Cores 
Core-Bifaces 
Flakes and Chips 
Trimmed Flakes and Chips 
B i faces 

Totals 

41 SR 93 
Cores 
Core-Bifaces 
Flakes and Chips 
Trimmed Flakes and Chips 
Bifaces 

Totals 

41 SR 93 
Fl a kes 

Primary 
Secondary 
Interior 
(Lipped)* 

Chips 
Corticate 
Partially Decorticate 
Decorticate 

Totals 

41 SR 67, 41 SR 100, 
41 SR 102, 41 SR 103 
Cores 
Core-B ifaces 
Flakes and Chips 
Trimmed Flakes and Chips 
Bifaces 

Area A 
# % 

9 (20.9) 
1 (2.3) 

30 (69.8) 
a 
3 (7.0) 

43 (100.0) 

3 (7.3) 
1 (2.4) 

35 (85.4) 
a 
2 (4.9) 

41 (100.0) 

1 (2.9) 
11 (31 .4) 
10 (28.6) 
6 (17.1) 

a 
6 (17.1) 
7 (20.0) 

35 (100.0) 

Lo.wel"Sl·gp.e·s .... 
# % 

11 (8.2) 
1 (0.8) 

96 (71. 6) 
7 (5.2) 

19 (14.2) 

Totals 134 (100.0) 

Area B 
# % 

6 (18.8) 
a 

25 ( 78. 1 ) 
a 
1 ( 3.1) 

32 (100.0) 

2 (3.4) 
a 

53 (91. 4) 
a 
3 (5.2) 

58 (100. 0) 

0 
13 (24.6) 
21 (39.6) 
7 (13.2) 

a 
6 (11.3) 

13 (24.5) 

53 (100.0) 

Area C 
# % 

1 (7.7) 
a 

10 (76.9) 
a 
2 (15.4) 

13 (100. 0) 

2 (10.5) 
a 

14 (73.7) 
3 (15.8) 
a 

19 (100.0) 

a 
4 (28.6) 
2 (14.3) 
1 (7.1) 

a 
3 (21 .4) 
5 (35.7) 

14 (100.0) 

. ·lJpperS·lofja5··· 
# % 

8 (4.8) 
1 (0.6) 

130 (77.4) 
4 (2.4) 

25 (14.8) 

168 (100.0) 

Totals 

16 
1 

65 
a 
6 

88 

7 
1 

102 
3 
5 

118 

1 
28 
33 
14 

0 
15 
25 

102 

. ..... 

Totals 

19 
2 

226 
11 
44 

302 

*Numbers of Lipped Flakes have already been included in totals of Secondary 
_.-.-1 T._..1.._._~ ~._ r-, _1___ _ I _I _ ., I • • • • 

... 



collection areas. Sampling was made by large collection areas, and it is 
likely that sheet erosion and other disturbances have scattered cultural 
material, obscuring surface evidence of specific or isolated activity areas. 
However, the general distribution of chipped stone suggests that both initial 
and final stages of lithic tool production were carried out in various areas 
of each site. Thermally altered stone also was found to occur generally over 
each of these six large sites or occupation areas. 

Table 2 presents the distribution of chipped stone collected from the surfaces 
of eight sites located in damsite areas 18 and 2, situated in the northern 
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part of the Los Olmos drainage, and of six sites located in damsite areas 6, 7 
and 8, situated in major tributary valleys of the southern part of the drainage. 
Trimmed flake and bifacial tools, as well as interior flakes, lipped flakes and 
decorticate chips occurred at slightly higher frequencies at sites in damsite 
areas 6, 7 and 8. Although it is possible that sampling bias is responsible for 
this variation, sites in the southern part of the Los Olmos drainage are more ex
tensive and may have been occupied more frequently, for longer time spans, or for 
different subsistence activities than sites in the northern part of the drainage. 

Table 3 presents the distribution of chipped 'stone at seven IIGalleryll sites and 
seven 1180wer ll sites. Little difference in general site function is indicated, 
and it appears that similar tool-making activities were carried out at both 
types of sites. 

The homogeneity observable in the intra-site and inter-site distributions of 
chipped stone is similar to that noted during archaeological investigations of 
other parts of south Texas (Lynn, Fox and O'Malley 1977). Although it is 
possible that more variation in site function and settlement pattern may well be 
discovered during continued research, the widespread occurrence of similar kinds 
and amounts of occupational evidence may well represent a subsistence technology 
and settlement pattern of widespread exploitation by small hunting and gathering 
groups. A long history of recurrent occupation by small groups with a relatively 
common or traditional subsistence technology, combined with extensive sheet 
erosion and other disturbances, could account for the apparently mixed nature of 
archaeological evidence at Starr County sites. 
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TABLE 2. HORIZONTAL DISTRIBUTION OF LITHIC ARTIFACTS FROM NORTHERN AND. SOUTHERN 

Cores 
Core-Bifaces 

L..LJ Flakes and Chips z 
0 Trimmed Flakes and Chips l-
V') Bifaces 
Cl 
L..LJ 
0- Totals 0-
1-1 

::I: 
u 

Flakes 
Primary 
Secondary 
Interior 

V') (Lipped)*** 0-
1-1 

::I: 
u Chips 
Cl 

~- ,Corticate .' ~--" _. -

Partially Decorticate 
V') Decorticate L..LJ 
~ 
c:r::: 
....J Totals u.. 

Co 11 ect i on Areas 

Damsites 
lB and 2* 
# % 

47 (B.2) 
7 (1 .2) 

462 (BO.4 ) 
14 (2.4) 
45 (7.8) 

575 (100.0) 

7 (1. 5) 
185 (40.0) 
102 (22.1) 

33 (7.1) 

-A (0.9) 
77 (16.7) 
87 (18.8) 

462 (100.0) 

. .. ' 

Damsites 
,6, 7 and B** 

# % 

26 (6.7) 
3 (O.B) 

292 (75.5) 
12 ( 3.1) 
54 (13.9) 

387 (100.0) 

3 (1 .0) 
88 (30.1) 
78 (26.7) 
25 (8.6) 

··0 
57 (19.5) 
66 .. (22.7) 

292 (100.0) 

Totals 

73 
10 

754 
26 
99 

962 

10 
273 
180 

58 

4 
134 
153 

754 

*Damsites lB and 2: 41 SR 67, 41 SR 70, 41 SR 73, 41 SR 75, 41 SR 93, 41 SR 95, 
41 SR 124 and 41 SR 126 (8 sites). 

**Damsites 6, 7 and B: 41 SR 100, 41 SR 102, 41 SR 103, 41 SR l1B, 41 SR 119 and 
41 SR 144 (6 sites). 

***frumbers-~orT:rppea-FlaIe-s-'have a ready been ncfudecC-in totals for Secondary 
and Interior Flakes and should not be counted twice. 
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--TABI::E-3-. -H8R-E:8Nf-fo;I::-8-I-S-fR-}B-I:FH-8N-8-F-bHH+e AR-H-F-fo;&T-S-FR8~~--1tGAI::I::ER-Y~fo;N-8-'-'-BeW-ERp-II---
SITES 

Collection Areas 

IIGallerl' Sites* IIBower li Sites** 
# % # % 

Cores 32 {7.8) 41 (7.4) 
Core-Bifaces --' 6 (1 .5) 4 (0.7) 

L1J Flakes and Chips 328 (80.0) 426 (77.2) z 
0 Trimmed Flakes and Chips 10 (2.4) 16 (2.9) ..... 
VI Bifaces 34 (8.3) 65 (11.8) 
Cl 
L1J 
0- Totals 410 (100.0) 552 (100.0) 0-
1-1 
:c 
u 

Flakes 
Primary 4 (1 .2) 6 (1 .4) 
Secondary 118 (36.0) 155 (36.4) 

VI Interior 70 (21. 4) 110 (25.8) 
0- (Li pped) *** 21 (6.4) 37 (8.7) ...... 
:c 
u 
Cl Chips 
z Corticate 3 (0.9) 1 (0.2) eX: 

VI Partially Decorticate 69 (21. 0) 65 (15.3) 
L1J Decorticate 64 (19.5) 89 (20.9) ::..::: 
eX: 
....J 
w.. Totals 328 (100.0) ·426 (100.0) 

*IIGalleryli Sites: 41 SR 70, 41 SR 93, 41 SR 95, 41 SR 118, 41 SR 119, 
41 SR 126 and 41 SR 144. 

Totals 

73 
10 

754 
26 
99 

962 

10 
273 
180 

58 

4 
134 
153 

754 

**IIBowerli Sites: 41 SR 67, 41 SR 73, 41 SR 75, 41 SR 100, 41 SR 102, 41 SR 103 
and 41 SR 125. 

***NUn1oers····of tip p-edFla: Res" have air eadybeerr 'lncludedin total sforSecon dary 
and Interior Flakes and should not be counted twice. 

-
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Summary 

During November 1977, personnel of the Center for Archaeological Research at 
The University of Texas at San Antonio conducted an intensive survey and testing 
of 16 prehistoric archaeological sites recorded within the Olmos Creek drainage 
in Starr County, Texas. The sites are located in five separate project areas, 
where floodwater retarding structures have been proposed for construction by 
the Soil Conservation Service. Intensive survey and limited testing activities 
were focused on the retrieval of data for use in determining archaeological 
potential. Supplementary to information recovered in 1974 during a reconnais
sance reported by Nunley and Hester (1975), intensive survey and limited testing 
data can be applied to the ongoing investigation and evaluation of the 16 archae
ological sites studied. 

In general, 14 open s·i tes were found to be di sturbed to varyi ng degrees by 
erosion and/or rootplowing. Two buried terrace sites may be less disturbed. 
Limited testing revealed that restricted areas of deposits at only four other 
sites contain cultural material to depths greater than 60 cm below the ground 
surface. The remaining 10 sites were found to be shallow and badly disturbed. 

The chronological affiliation of all 16 sites is difficult to ascertain, although 
most sites were probably occupied during the Archaic period and some 'IJere occu
pied during the Late Prehistoric period. Cultural material recovered is compa
rable to inventories reported from other sites in the region, and interpreted as 
representative of the hunting and gathering subsistence of small groups or bands. 

Intra-site distribution of material cultural evidence indicates that similar 
tool-making and other activities were carried out in each major area of each 
site. Although sheet erosion may have obscured evidence of specific or isolated 
activity areas, it is possible that controlled surface collection might identify 
activity areas at some of the more horizontally extensive sites. 

Study of the inter-site distribution of material cultural evidence reveals more 
variation in relative frequencies of occurrence of chipped stone categories 
between sites in the northern and southern portions of the los Olmos Creek 
drainage than between IIGalleryll-type and IIBower ll -type sites. 

Applying data recovered during 1977 intensive survey and limited testing activi
ties to that recovered during the 1974 survey, 16 sites for which testing or 
excavation has been recommended by Nunley and Hester (1975) can be reevaluated. 
Table 4 presents a summary of individual recommendations for each of the 16 sites. 
This data is presented following the format used by Nunley and Hester (1975:95-
101) : 

Site Numb~: The number of the site in Starr County is presented according to 
the Smithsonian trinomial system. 
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TABLE 4. SUMMARY OF SITE RECOMMENDATIONS 

Degree 
Damsite to be Potenti a 1 

Site No. No. Affected Importance Intensity Recommendations 

41 SR 67 1B 1 4 4 no work 
41 SR 70 lB 2 4 8 no work 
41 SR 73 18 2 4 8 no work 
41 SR 74 18 1 3 3 no work 
41 SR 75 18 2 1 2 testing for strati-

graphic information 
to determine National 
Register eligibility 

41 SR 93 18 2 2 4 no work 
41 SR 95 18 2 3 6 no work 
41 SR 96 18 1 3 3 no work 
41 SR 100 7 1 3 3 controlled collections 

in conjunction with 
41 SR 102 to determine 
National Register 
eli g i b i 1 ity 

41 SR 102 7 2 1 2 testing of upper slope 
and upland areas to 
determine National 
Register eligibility 

41 SR 103 7 2 1 2 testing of upper slope 
area to determine 
National Register 
el i gi b i 1 ity 

41 SR 118 8 1 3 3 testing of hearth areas 
to determine National 
Register eligibility 

41 SR 119 8 2 4 8 no work 
~ ~ .-~.~-~ ""~,~ --~-

41 SR 125 2 2 4 8 no work 
41 SR 126 2 2 1 2 testing for strati-

graphic information to 
determine National 
Register eligibility 

41 SR 144 6 1 4 4 no work 



----Veorv~~e_;__Bes-i-gii-a-te5-wh-i-crro-f-tfre-f-t'V-e-So1Ll-eOTrs-ervati on-se-rvi ce proj ects 
would affecttfte site in question. 

Ve.glr.e.e. :to be. A~6e.c.te.d: This numBer refers to the location of the site with 
regard to potential damage caused by proposed modification. The number Ill" 
refers to sites situated either on or very near the proposed centerl i ne of 
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the various damsites, or within the area of the conservation pool. The number 
"2" refers to those sites which are located within the 100-year flood pool. 
Elevated portions of a few horizontally extensive sites actually lie outside 
the area to be affected by any of the proposed modifications. 

Poze.~ ImpoJr.tanee.: Numbers in this column reflect the degree of scientific, 
historic or prehistoric importance of the site in relation to its assessed 
potential. Sites with the greatest potential for data recovery are given a 
ranking of "1" whereas the least important are ranked "4." 

InZe.n6ity: Numbers in this column are obtained by multiplying the degree the 
site will be affected by its potential importance. Priority should be given to 
subsequent archaeological investigation at sites with relatively low intensity 
numbers, whereas high intensity numbers inidcate that no further work needs to 
be undertaken at that site. 

Re.eomme.ndationo: These statements concern the minimum work recommended at the 
16 sites. These statements differ from recommendations made by Nunley and 
Hester (1975:99-101) for two principal reasons: (1) intensive survey and limited 
testing activities accomplished some work recommended as a result of the 1974 
reconnaissance; and (2) additional data recovered during the 1977 fnve~tig~ti6ri~
can be applied to the reevaluation of the potential importance of some sites. 

Of the 16 sites studied, 10 do not merit further investigation (see Table 4). 
Six sites are recommended for further study, either in the form of intensive 
testing or controlled surface collection. The objective of such study would 
be to determine National Register eligibility. Sites which are recommended 
for testing include: 41 SR 75, 41 SR 102, 41 SR 103, 41 SR 118, and 41 SR 126. 
Site 41 SR 100 is recommended for controlled surface collection. 

The intensive testing recommended for the sites noted above would enable archae
ologists to evaluate the nature of buried deposits at these localities and to 
assess the potential of such deposits for providing information on culture 
sequence, dating of cultural remains through radiocarbon analysis, and associ
ations of lithic materials (e.g., tool kits and materials linked to specific 

- -----CJJ1j;!J-ra-l~hQ_r'tzQI+S___)-.--.- .. -CoR-t-rQ-~1 e4-·&tH':lFace~ce+l ec--t·i-e-I'l--at-41··-£R~+Ge--sfle-l::llcl-·-reee-ve-r··· -
information about site function and might identify activity areas within each 
site. The controlled collection at 41 SR 100 would constitute mitigation of 
adverse impact on the site, as no further work would be necessary after the 
collecting program. The testing at the other five sites would allow determina
tion of adverse impact on potential National Register sites and would thus 
permit the preparation, if needed, of carefully designed mitigation programs. 
Some of the sites which merit further work are located near each other. Such 
phySical proximity should make further work logistically and economically 
efficient. 



ERRATA 

Page 48. Third paragraph, line 8: 1150-60 meters" should be 
"50-60 centimeters II 
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At site 41 SR 100, a detailed contour map should be made of the site with a 
plane table and alidade. On this map, all diagnostic artifacts should be 
plotted, along with concentrations of cultural materials (those concentrations 
apparently caused By gullying should be so identified). Surface concentra
tions of cultural materials which appear least disturbed should be mapped 
and totally collected. In this regard, it might be best to search for such 
concentrations which include hearths and which might have conceivably served 
as loci for some sort of sustained activity. 

The intensive testing at the other five sites should involve mapping and both 
hand-testing and the use of a Backhoe. The survey team's experience showed 
that the sites are so extensive that a program composed solely of hand testing 
would be extremely time consuming and might not yield sufficient evaluative 
information. We suggest that narrow backhoe trenches be cut at various points 
in the sites, serving to identify areas which contain buried deposits. From 
the inspection of Backhoe profiles, the field team could isolate. those areas 
which hold the most promise and open up hand-excavated units adjacent to the 
backhoe trenches. This approach has been used with great success in the Nueces 
River Project in Live Oak and McMullen Counties, southern Texas (Grant D. Hall, 
personal communicationI. Such controlled use of a backhoe, supplemented by 
careful excavation, would pel1Jlit a much Better evaluation of the National 
Register potential of the five sites. 

It is always difficult to estimate the number of field days which might be spent 
at a given site, especially in an intensive testing phase at sites in a region 
where so 1 ittl e is known about the subsurface deposits. However,.wec.off.er~the __ .. __ ... _ 
following suggestions as to the number of days that might be spent at each site 
by a four-person field team: 41 SR 100 (mapping and controlled collection; 4 
days); 41 SR 75 (10 days should be allotted Because of the potential depth of 
this site); 41 SR 102 and 103 (12 days; the sites are located adjacent to one 
another and have aBout 50-60 meters of deposit); 41 SR 118 (5 days; much of 
the site is badly disturBed and intensive testing can be confined to areas 
where hearths and other features are preserved); 41 SR 126 (12 days; this site 
is much larger than originally recorded by Nunley and Hester, and the extent 
of buried deposits must be ascertained). In summary, a field effort entailing 
43 days, utilizing a 4-person crew (i.e., 172 man-days), appears to be a feasi-
ble estimate for the recommended intensive testing program. 
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